VEGA-FEED DUO
Two station high quality flatwork feeder for
single– and two lane operation
The VEGA-FEED DUO is designed to handle all kind of flatwork in small and large laundries
and is ideal for automatic quality finishing of table linen in single– and two lane operation.
Each of the two independent feeding stations has two clamps. Each of the feeding clamps is
driven by a separate frequency controlled step motor and by tooth belts.as well as the vacuum
lay-down system in single or two lanes.
Once the corners of the linen are clamped into the self lockable clamps the machines spread
,centres and fixes the piece over the full piece width by the vacuum lay-down system that feeds
the linen automatically onto the feeding belts.
Here the leading edge is held by the under the belts and the trailing edge will be transported
into the suction box.
During feeding the pieces toward the Ironer the pieces are brushed by brushes in the suction
box and on behind the stretch conveyor in one or two lane operation.
The VEGA-FEED DUO is a robust completely freestanding machine that operates in front of
every make of Ironer ,the feeding stations can be moved backwards for manual feeding on the
feeding belts.
Machine has a IPC Touch screen control

Technical specifications:
Working width

: 3000,3300 and 3500mm

Electric connections

: 3 x 400V + 0 + E,50Hz

Electric consumption

: 24Kw ,32 Amp

Pneumatic consumption

: 6 Bar,8 Litre/pcs

Optional:
Direct feeding into first Ironer chest
Ironer line control
3 feeding stations VEGAFEED TRIO
4 feeding stations VEGAFEED QUATTRO

Installation and Service:
Please contact VEGA-systems for more detailed lay-outs
and technical data required for installation and service.
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